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Answered Prayer Moving SHJ Onward
In addition to the electrical we were able
to begin the digging of the sewage pit. It
was dug about 4 feet. A huge rock ledge
became an obstacle and will need to be
busted up with a jack hammer. As I
mentioned and many have found out first
hand, SHJ does not have a lack of rock.

Sometimes our time in Jamaica is spent
with assisting teams who come to serve.
Sometimes it is spent doing the general
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and physical needs of
projects that hav been brought to the
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Lord to provide for. Such was our visit
`
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move to the next phase of the church
construction. Andy, our caretaker, did
some prep work for the electrical
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of rock. Adam and Akeem, our
electrical helper, were able to instal the
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two service panels, lay pipe and pull
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one of the rooms. They hooked up a
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Adam was able to meet with RADAA to
register SHJ as a farm. This was the first
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step in securing a permit for a well. SHJ
is now working with Isratech to find
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temporary service line to supply the
potential springs or other ground water.
power to that room. We will need to
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from the meter to the church as it is
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very expensive in Jamaica. We are
hoping to be able to continue the
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Please continue to pray that this process
will go quickly and that SHJ will be
awarded a permit and receive funding.
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PROGRESS REPORT
Greenhouse, aquaponics and honey
The greenhouse yielded an abundance of bok choy,
pumpkin, peppers and tomato. The fish are
growing and we were able to harvest 20 pounds. In
the summer we plan to separate the sexes and plant
lettuce in the waterbed. The honey bees have been
reproducing. Akeem and Eaton divided them to
additional boxes. Spring has arrived and we are
already hearing the buzzing of the bees on the trees.

WELCOME

We extend a hearty welcome to our two
new board members Joshua and Molly
Anderson. They have been mission
team leaders for several years and have
a passion for reaching the Deaf. Molly
works with those who are disabled and
Joshua is pursing a career in politics.
They are a great addition to the board.

Called Home
Two of SHJ’s long-time supporters and
advocates, Ted and Aileen Asprodites, have been
called home to be with
our Lord. Even to
their last days they
were concerned with
providing for this
ministry. They will be
greatly missed. We
are asking that you pray for their loved ones.
Please pray also for our dear friend Eaton Bennett
and his family for the loss of the mother of
Eaton’s 5-month-old son, Moesha. She was very
young and had health issues.

SERVANT’S HEART JAMAICA
Invites you to join us for
“SWEET SERVING”
APRIL 19, 2020 at 2:30 PM
Black Fox Farms
2724 Varnell Rd SW
Cleveland, TN 37311
Tickets $15 per person/ $25 couple
$100 Table (8)
Come share dessert with us as we
present how you can be a “sweet
servant”
Tickets can be purchased by contacting
Tracy Ford at 423 605-0230
Cindy Kelley at 423 413-2744
Katie Kerley at 865 661-8328
Vanessa Scales at 423 331-4053

